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Abstract

During the course of the past few decades there has been an increasing shift towards the protection of the rights of disabled people within UK policy (Barnes & Mercer, 1998; Thomas & Smith, 2009). Houlihan and Lindsey (2013) highlighted how there have been significant developments in British sport policy since 1990, and a wealth of literature which has explored sport policy and development (Houlihan & White, 2002; Bloyce & Smith, 2010; Bergsgard et al, 2007; Houlihan, 1991; 1997; 2005; 2012; Houlihan & Green, 2011; Houlihan & Lindsey, 2013). However, there does not seem to be the equivalent level of academic interest within disability sport policy. Thomas and Smith (2009) and Smith and Haycock (2011) outlined that whilst disability sport exists within policy; policy and political interest remains marginal and the practical responsibility for the coordination and development of disability sport opportunities will remain with disability sport organisations and be ‘kept at arm’s length from direct government involvement’ (Smith & Haycock, 2011, p. 98). In this context, this thesis examines the policy implementation process of a disability sport inclusion programme from a figurational sociological perspective, in a local authority sports development unit in Flintshire, Wales. The thesis was based on semi-structured interviews with Disability Sport Wales’ Partnership Manager and Sport Flintshire’s Manager, and focus groups with ten Sports Development Officers from Sport Flintshire. It was found that there had been a shift towards inclusion being the group ‘habitus’ over a period of time, possibly due to the way in which the development team was managed and led. Whilst evident that policy implementation is a complex, multi-level ‘game’, ‘insport’, a Welsh disability sport inclusion programme was perceived to be a key tool which could potentially support the lengthening chains of interdependence of the disability sport figuration, and help local authorities strive towards inclusion ‘utopia’. However, it was recommended that further research should be undertaken at a later stage of the ‘insport’ development programme in
order to gain greater sociological understanding of the policy implementation process.
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Introduction

During the course of the past few decades there has been an increasing shift towards the protection of the rights of disabled people within UK policy (Barnes & Mercer, 1998; Thomas & Smith, 2009). A person may be considered disabled if they have a ‘physical or mental impairment that has a “substantial” and “long-term” negative effect on their ability to do normal daily activities’ (HMSO, 2010).

The most significant changes in disability policy have been evident since the mid 1990s with the introduction of the Disability Discrimination Act (Barnes & Mercer, 1998). Houlihan and Lindsey (2013) highlighted how there have been significant developments in British sport policy since 1990, and since this time, there has been a wealth of literature which has explored sport policy and development (Houlihan & White, 2002; Bloyce & Smith, 2010; Bergsgard et al, 2007; Houlihan, 1991; 1997; 2005; 2012; Houlihan & Green, 2011; Houlihan & Lindsey, 2013). However, considering the importance and significance placed on sport policy in the UK, there does not seem to be the equivalent level of academic interest within disability sport policy. Disability sport has emerged as an area of policy interest over the past 40 years. Although Thomas and Smith (2009) and Smith and Haycock (2011) outlined that whilst disability sport exists within policy; policy and political interest remains marginal and the practical responsibility for the coordination and development of disability sport opportunities will remain with disability sport organisations and be
‘kept at arm’s length from direct government involvement’ (Smith & Haycock, 2011, p. 98).

Within disability sport there has been increasing emphasis placed on the concept of ‘mainstreaming’ over the past fifteen years, although no consistent policy which has attempted to implement an inclusion agenda within organisations that plan and deliver sport and physical activity provision (Thomas & Smith, 2009). The Minister for Sport Review (1989) considered that ‘mainstreaming’ would be considered successful if disability sport was planned and coordinated by a National Governing of Sport, as oppose to a disability specific organisation. This would also involve appropriate policy development and implementation, whilst involving disabled people and considering equitable provision as part of the organisation’s general duties.

Disability sport policy is an area which is currently under researched. More specifically, we know little about disability sport and policy implementation in Wales. Smith and Haycock (2011), recently explored the practice of disability sports development in local authorities in England and Wales, and this thesis aims to extend knowledge within Wales. Disability Sport Wales (DSW, formerly known as Disability Sport Cymru and The Federation of Disability Sport Wales) is the National and lead organisation in Wales for the development of disability sport (DSW, 2013a). This organisation has developed a disability sport inclusion programme entitled ‘insport’ which intends to ‘support the delivery of inclusive opportunity throughout the sport and leisure network’ (DSW, 2013, p. 1). The ‘insport’ programme has four standards, ribbon, bronze, silver and gold, and each has an attainment criteria which must be evidenced and presented before an organisation can achieve ‘insport’.
There are three versions of ‘insport’. This is to ensure that they are appropriate for the organisations whom are involved; National Governing Bodies of sport, Sports clubs and Local Authorities. The latter project within the programme is referred to as ‘insport’ development.

Thomas and Smith (2009, p. 71) explored the role of local authorities in the provision of sport for disabled people. It was concluded that there was not any coherent or consistent policy, ‘or, indeed, anything approaching it’ that was available at that time to enhance the mainstream or segregated sports development provision for disabled people. Thomas (2008) noted that whilst the publication of Building on Ability suggested that there should be a gradual shift of responsibility for disability sport towards mainstream sports organisations and local authorities, no clear roles, responsibilities or initiatives have been developed in order to make this a reality in the UK. In Wales, ‘insport’ may be the tool for National Governing Bodies, sports clubs and local authorities to take responsibility for disability sport. ‘insport’ may potentially assist local authorities in Wales to achieve inclusion and enhance the sport and physical activity provision for disabled young people and adults. DePauw and Doll-Tepper (2000, p. 139) argue that ‘the underlying philosophy of inclusion does not automatically imply universal placement or one size fits all. Rather, inclusion must not be defined as a place (or placement) but rather inclusion must be reconceptualised as an attitude or process’. This concept will be considered throughout the research, and consideration will be given to the processual nature of inclusion and policy implementation.
A figurational sociology perspective will be adopted for the purposes of the research, as the key sensitizing concepts will allow for a comprehensive and appropriate understanding of the processes involved in disability sport policy implementation. This thesis is of particular importance as it seeks to enhance our limited sociological understanding of the disability sport policy implementation process in Wales. It is also the first time a specific programme has been developed and implemented, with the aim of shifting the responsibility for disability sport towards mainstream sport organisations and local authorities and making ‘inclusion’ a reality in the UK. Set in the above context, this thesis aims, from a figurational perspective, to address a gap in the literature in order to gain greater understanding regarding the complexities involved in disability sport and the policy process. More specifically, this research will explore ‘to what extent does implementing a disability sport inclusion programme contribute towards an inclusion agenda in a sports development unit in Flintshire?’

This study is based within Flintshire, and will provide a case study of the process of implementing ‘insport’ development ribbon standard within a local authority sports development team.

In order to address the research in question, the thesis will be divided into a series of chapters. The first will give a chronological review of the policies evident within the UK, initially from the 1600s but mainly from the 1940s when disability became at the forefront of society as a result of World War 2 (WW2), together with a review of the academic literature in relation to disability sport and sport policy implementation in the UK, and more specifically in Wales. The second chapter outlines the key sensitizing concepts and theoretical framework which this thesis is set within, namely figurational sociology, in addition to the methods which have been utilised in order to
conduct the research. The third chapter will present the main findings of the study, and use figurational sociology in order to attempt to make sense of the process of implementing a disability sport inclusion programme in a sports development unit in Flintshire. Finally, the conclusion will draw together the key findings of the research and the extent to which the research question has been addressed. This chapter will also make suggestions for future research.
This literature review consists of two main sections. In order to understand the key issues around the history and development of disabled people in sport, it is important to firstly examine the emergence of disability as an issue in wider society. Consequently, the first section will explore the wider social processes at play, and the development of disability policies in the UK chronologically, which were designed to improve disabled people’s experiences and power chances within wider society (Oliver & Barnes, 2008). This will give a more adequate appreciation of how disability sport policy and practice has developed and changed over time. In addition, this section will explore wider sport policy in the UK and more specifically disability sport policy in Wales. The second section attempts to review the available academic literature related to wider sport policy and disability sport policy implementation.

Disability Legislation in the UK

The first piece of legislation concerning disabled people came in to play in 1601 with the English Poor Law Act. This signalled ‘the first official recognition of the need for state intervention in the lives of people with perceived impairment' (Barnes, 1997, p. 17). However, the impact of policy implementation up until the 1940s was extremely limited. For this reason, this section will concentrate on policy development from the
1940s. Post WW2 saw slow but changing attitudes to how disabled people were treated and perceived on a day-to-day basis, and the way in which they were governed. This resulted in the initial disability rights movement and development of policy for disabled people in the UK. Considering this, it is important to understand that the emergence of disability as an issue in society is rooted in a long-term process, which we can trace back to WW2 as part of the British welfare state, and the government’s focus on social policy (Oliver & Barnes, 1998). The Welfare State emerged after WW2, to try to limit unrest amongst citizens and prevent unsettling times alike after the First World War. This resulted in an increase in commitment to financial input into health, education, employment and social security. Whilst disabled people had previously been included in wider policies as subgroups, post WW2 they were explicitly identified and targeted within social policy (Oliver & Barnes, 1998). Some felt this would increase the power chances of disabled people and give ‘them’ greater status in wider society, alongside political recognition. Ideally, specific populations should not need to be explicitly identified within policy; however, where there has been historic marginalisation of a ‘subgroup’ within society, positive action must be taken in order to address inequality. However, as a result, an unplanned outcome of targeting disabled people resulted in people with an impairment being perceived to be ‘different’ from the non-disabled members of society, a process which may have in fact contributed towards stigmatization and marginalisation in wider society (Goffman, 1963).

The first policy which specifically catered to the needs of disabled people as a single group was the 1944 Disabled Persons Employment Act; ‘An Act to make further and better provision for enabling persons handicapped by disablement to secure
employment, or work on their own account, and for purposes connected therewith’ (HMSO, 1944). This was the first Act of Parliament that aimed to improve the employment rights and opportunities of disabled people. Whilst this was an extremely positive step towards improved rights for disabled people, this and other legislation over the next few decades concentrated on welfare and the ‘treatment’ of disabled people in segregated environments (Thomas & Smith, 2009). WW2 brought disability to the forefront of society in the UK, and challenged some of the stigmatisation that was evident towards disability and disabled people, and was extremely significant in the development of sport for disabled people. War veterans were perceived to be heroes, and access to services were administered in order to provide rehabilitation. Physicians, steered by the pioneering Ludwig Guttmann, the ‘universally accepted founder of the modern day Paralympic movement’ (Brittain, 2010, p. 7), commenced using sport and physical activity as a form of therapy and rehabilitation for those who had acquired physical impairments as a result of WW2 (DePauw & Gavron, 2005). Guttmann was a physician Therefore, disability sport has been strongly linked with the ‘post-war growth of an equal opportunities culture and the shifting discourse on the body and the treatment of the disabled’ (Polley, 1998, p.11).

Further policies emerged in the 1940s, such as the National assistance act 1948 and the National Health Service Act 1948, which established institutions to provide care and support for disabled people in segregated environments (Thomas & Smith, 2009). Considering the development of disability policy in the 1940s, and disabled people starting to participate in sport at that time, it is surprising that disability sport only emerged as part of sport policy in 1968 as part of the first ‘Sport for All’
campaign. This timely promotion may have been characterised by the 20th anniversary of the ‘International Declaration of Human Rights’ which reinforced people’s rights to equality and independence in 1968 (Brems, 2008). The impact of this for disabled people was limited, and over the next few decades there have been further policies identifying disabled people which have had limited impact.

From 1970 onwards

In 1970 the ‘Chronically sick and disabled persons act’ was introduced, which increased disabled people’s dependency on the welfare state (Barnes & Mercer, 1995). This sparked unrest amongst some disabled people who wished for a shift from welfare to equal opportunities and rights. Consequently, the Union of the Physical Impaired Against Segregation (UPIAS) was developed in 1972, an influential group in the development of disability rights. This was the first British organisation established and run by disabled people, which was a huge change as previously non-disabled people had ‘controlled’ and governed policy and services for disabled people (Hargreaves, 2000; Thomas, 2003). This highlights how there a number of different impairments within ‘disability’. This particular organisation was developed specifically for those with a level of physical impairment. The UPIAS were the first group to develop the ‘social model of disability’. Disability definitions and theories can be broadly grouped into two categories; the medical and social model. The medical model of disability has dominated for most of the twentieth century and suggests that ‘disability is an impairment which is owned by an individual’ and involves the ‘loss or limitation of function’ (Thomas & Smith, 2009, p. 7). The social model is perceived to be a more positive approach and mind set to disability, suggesting that ‘disability’ is a social construction and that social and environmental
barriers, discriminatory attitudes and negative cultural stereotypes, may assist to disable people with impairments (Barnes & Mercer, 2003, p. 1). Smith and Haycock (2011) highlight how important the move from the medical to the social model of disability was in order to initiate policy change regarding disability.

A shift towards integration in wider policy and sport provision

Sports Council for Wales (SCW) (2004, p. 3) highlighted how the 1978 Warnock report and the Education Act resulted in policy change relating to the integration of disabled pupils into the mainstream school system, with a focus on ability not disability. This was a significant development which had an effect on the provision of sport for disabled people; the mainstreaming of disabled children in education, was mirrored by mainstream organisations providing (or being required to provide) sport opportunities for disabled people at this time.

This shift continued throughout the 1980s, with a number of policies and developments occurring which potentially contributed towards the increased control of disability rights movements and a shift towards the inclusion of disabled people within education and sport. 1981 was declared the International Year of Disabled People, and the British Council of Disabled People (BCODP) was established as an umbrella body that supported and encouraged the development of hundreds of new organisations controlled by disabled people across the UK. At this time, The Education Act (1981), showed a shift towards the transference of disabled pupils from special to mainstream schools. The UK Minister for Sport in 1989 initiated a Government review of disability sport in Britain, which recommended that local authorities and home country Sports Councils should ‘assume responsibility for
ensuring the provision and coordination of sport for people with disabilities at a local level’ (Minister for Sport’s Review Group, 1989). Furthermore it was suggested that ‘Governing bodies should accept in principle that they will ultimately assume responsibility for disabled people in their sport and should set a timetable to achieve this’ (Minister for Sport’s Review Group, 1989, p. 10 and 21). Following this, the ‘Federation of Sports Association for the Disabled’ was established in Wales in 1990 to give an overarching structure to sport for disabled people in Wales. Within the UK, there was still a lack of clear coordination or understanding of the complex organisations involved within disability sport. Considering this, a National Disability Sport conference was assembled in 1996 in order to ‘consider the future of disability sport in England’ (Thomas, 2003, p. 114), and to ‘lead towards the mainstreaming of disability sport in England by the year 2000’ (Sports Council Disability Task Force, 1997; cited in Thomas & Smith, 2009, p. 38). Thomas and Smith (2009) noted in 2009 that mainstreaming was only a recent area of policy interest for most governing bodies of sport in England, therefore we could assume that the mainstreaming of disability sport was not realised by the year 2000 in England. Striving towards an inclusion agenda is a long-term process and it was only in 2009 that Wales’ disability sport organisation Federation of Disability Sport Wales’ (FDSW) Chief Executive highlighted inclusion to be a ‘principle that we have got to build into all of our national sport development programmes from this point forward’ HoC (2009, p. 4).

The Disability Discrimination Act

Further significant policy was developed in the UK in the mid-nineties after years of campaigning by disability activists. In 1995, the Conservative government developed the Disability Discrimination Act (DDA), with the aim of addressing discrimination
faced by disabled people in society (Thomas & Smith, 2009, p. 19). Sayce and Brien (2004, p. 663) argue that the ‘Disability Discrimination Act 1995… is the direct result of sustained campaigning by disabled people’. The disability rights movement called for ‘anti-discrimination and equal opportunities’ (Doyle, 1999, p. 217) and the development of the DDA showed a shift in power ‘from greater to smaller power differentials’ (Thomas & Smith, 2009, p. 100). This was a significant change in policy relating to disabled people. The DDA defined discrimination as treating someone less favourably than someone else, ‘for a reason which relates to the disabled person’s disability; and cannot show that the treatment is justified’ (HMSO, 1995, p. 20). Under the DDA a person is defined disabled if they have ‘a physical or mental impairment which has a substantial and long-term adverse effect on his ability to carry out normal day-to-day activities’ (HMSO, 1995, p. 1).

*The emergence of disability in sport policy in Wales*

With regards to the impact of wider disability policy in the UK on sport in Wales, throughout the 1990s, disabled people were specifically identified as a target population within a number of sport policies. The SCW showed their responsibility for policy and development of disability sport in the early 1990s with a ‘Welsh Integrated Sports Plan’ and an action plan; ‘Sport for Disabled People 1991-1993’ (SCW, no date). Such initiatives encompassed the SCW’s aims of ‘increasing participation, raising standards, training helpers and trainers, ensuring access to facilities and informing people of sport and recreational opportunities regardless of ability’. In 1994 SCW published ‘Able to play: A review of policy and provision of PE and Sport for children with disabilities’. This highlighted that the SCW were ‘not specifically targeting people with disabilities as it believes that would be contrary to the objective
of integration’. Alike in wider policy, due to the historic discrimination and marginalisation of disabled people in sport, it is important to explicitly address disabled people in policy and practice to ensure that barriers for disabled people participating in sport are appropriately tackled.

1995 and 1998 saw two important policies which may be considered to have shaped the future development of disability sport in Wales. SCW (1995), published ‘Willing and able: the provision of sports opportunities for children with disabilities’, which found a number of elements linked with a lack of strategic direction in Wales regarding disability sport and concluded that disability sport for children required further attention, and a coordinated approach was required in order to address inequalities that existed across the nation. At a similar time, Smith and Haycock (2011) outline that a vote was taken which resulted in a devolved Welsh Assembly Government (WAG) which meant a shift of power from the Welsh office to Assembly Members. This was specifically beneficial to sport policy as it meant that decisions could be made in relation to health and education (non-primary legislation) at a local level. Considering this, together with SCW’s (1995) recommendations and the introduction of the National Lottery and Labour government, the SCW published a further policy strategy for Welsh sport entitled ‘Young People First’ (SCW, 1998). This identified that SCW were seeking to actively work towards the concept of ‘Sport For All’. This policy made a series of recommendations, amongst which was that resources would be focussed towards disability sport provision due to an inequality of opportunity. Whilst the DDA was initially developed under Conservative Government, momentum was continued regarding the rights of disabled people through Labour’s leadership. Consequently, Disability Sport Cymru (DSC) were
established in 1999, based on recommendations in the Young People First policy. This organisation aimed (and aims) to 'increase the number of people taking part in sport and physical activity by developing quality led community based opportunities through Wales' for disabled people (Federation of Disability Sport Wales (FDSW), 2008, p. 6).

A shift towards equality was prevalent in wider society in 2005, with an extension of the DDA 1995 to protect the rights of disabled people in employment, education and access to goods, facilities and services (HMSO, 2005). At this time, Disability Sport Cymru went through a process of re-branding and became the Federation of Disability Sport Wales (FDSW) (Smith & Haycock, 2011). Whilst the initial phase of FDSW was concerned primarily with increasing sport and physical activity provision for disabled people, there was a shift towards inclusive and integrated practice in the second phase of the scheme from 2005-2008; with development officers tasked to work with mainstream clubs and other partners to further increase the sport and physical activity opportunities for disabled people (DSW, 2005, p. 10). FDSW (2005, p. 3) accentuated external influences which impacted upon their strategic objectives at this time. These included reference to WAG’s key physical activity policy ‘Climbing Higher’, which aims to develop an ‘active, healthy and inclusive Wales’ (WAG, 2005, p. 6).

The Development of the Equality Act

In 2005 the Labour party were re-elected and within their manifesto they planned to establish an Equality and Human Rights Commission and introduce a single equality act which would simplify and modernise legislation. The first was achieved in 2007
with the amalgamation of a number of equality strand commissions, including the Disability Rights Commission, into one single ‘Equality and Human Rights Commission’ (Wadham et al, 2011). This assumed responsibility for promoting and enforcing equality and non-discrimination laws across all equality strands (O’Cinneide, 2007). The Equality Act became an Act of Parliament in 2010, which superseded the 2005 DDA, and is the current legislation in place for the protection of disabled people in the UK. The legislation’s purpose of advancing the equality of opportunity to all has also been evident within sport policy in Wales.

**A shift towards inclusion and integration in sport in Wales**

FDSW’s corporate plan 2009-2013 looked to ‘build… on (the) success’ of the previous years of the community development programme with a focus on quality assurance, coach/volunteer education and training, and an ‘inclusion agenda’ (DSW, 2008, p. 27). Inclusion and integration have become a key focus for DSW with the development of an ‘insport’ programme. This aims to support National Governing Bodies (NGBs), clubs and local authorities to develop inclusive provision, opportunity and practices that will ensure that disabled people can gain access to appropriate levels of participation and performance (DSW, 2013). The ‘insport’ programme is a practical tool to support the implementation of DSW’s inclusion agenda documented within Welsh sport policy. This brings us to the current day with regards to disability within sport and wider policy in the UK to date. The next section will provide a comprehensive review and critical analysis of the academic literature which is available regarding the implementation of policy in the UK, and more specifically disability sport policy in Wales.
The processual nature of sport policy

There has been an attempt by many to define and conceptualise what constitutes sport policy (Hoye et al., 2003; Hylton & Bramham, 2008; Houlihan & White, 2002; Bloyce & Smith, 2010; Bergsgard et al., 2007; Houlihan, 2012; Houlihan & Lindsey, 2013). Recognising the difficulty in adequately defining ‘policy’, Bloyce and Smith (2010, p. 13) summarise a number of key overlapping and interrelated features involved in the sport policy process:

all policies can be viewed as involving the following overlapping and interrelated features: human action aimed at achieving certain objectives: human action aimed at resolving... an identified problem; and human action aimed at maintaining or modifying relationships within an existing organisation, between different organisations, or a human figuration of some other kind.

Furthermore, when considering sport policy it is important to acknowledge that we are dealing with ‘the study of dynamic, complex social processes or human figurations’ (Bloyce & Smith, 2010, p. 13). Therefore we must focus our attention, not on the definition of sport policy, but the processes involved in sport policy. Van Bottenburg and De Bosscher (2011, p. 607) explained how ‘sport policies do not develop in a vacuum, but are influenced by both general societal processes and developments in other policy areas’. This allows us to recognise the complexities involved in the sport policy implementation process, making it an interesting area to study in order to attempt to gain greater levels of understanding.

Sport: a resource to help deliver non-sport government objectives
Whilst the initial ‘sport for all’ policies and campaigns emerged in the late 60s, together with British government beginning to take a sustained interest in sport since the mid 60s; Houlihan and Lindsey (2013) highlight that 1990 onwards has been the most significant period regarding British sport policy. This time was significant due to a change in leadership. After a period of eleven years, Margaret Thatcher was succeeded by John Major who ‘successfully placed sport back on the public policy agenda’ (Houlihan & Lindsey, 2013, p. 2). This led to an increase in resources allocated towards sport and meant that sport was no longer on the margin of the government’s agenda. Furthermore, Bergsgard et al (2007) outline that the increased salience of sport to government reflects the growing significance of sport in our culture, the multi-dimensional character of sport, and sport’s ‘malleability as a resource to help deliver non-sport government objectives’ (such as enhancing social inclusion, tackling childhood obesity and community fragmentation) (Bergsgard et al, 2007, p. 3).

Due to the importance and significance placed on sport in the UK, there has been an increased level of academic interest in the area of sport and policy (Houlihan & White, 2002; Bloyce & Smith, 2010; Bergsgard et al, 2007; Houlihan, 1991; 1997; 2005; 2012; Houlihan & Green, 2011; Houlihan & Lindsey, 2013; King, 2009). Houlihan (2005) argued that despite such expanse of interest in this area, there is remarkably little analysis of policy which utilises the frameworks for analysis which wider policy adopts. Houlihan and Lindsey (2013) therefore adopted a modified version of ‘the advocacy coalition framework’ in order to analyse sport policy in Britain. Whilst this is a recent text regarding UK sport policy, there is no mention or emphasis of disability sport as an area of policy interest. Bloyce and Smith (2010),
also provide a comprehensive text which aims to examine some of the key issues which are evident regarding sport policy and development. Again, there is a lack of discussion regarding disability sport policy implementation. Whilst there are a number of texts regarding disability sport (Thomas & Smith, 2009; Smith & Haycock, 2011; DePauw & Gavron, 2005; Fitzgerald, 2009), and a dearth of literature on disability sport and inclusion within physical education (Smith, 2004; Thomas & Green, 1995; Smith & Green, 2004; Smith & Thomas, 2005; 2006; Houlihan & Green, 2006; Green, 2002), there is limited literature which specifically investigates the processes involved in disability sport policy (Thomas & Smith, 2009; Smith & Haycock, 2011). When considering disability sport policy in Wales, a gap in the literature evident. This thesis aims to explore disability sport in a Welsh context, whilst investigating the implementation of National disability sport policy and programme in a local authority context.

Disability rights and legislation are of increasing importance, as outlined in the previous section of this chapter, but as is the policy implementation in sport. Le Clair (2012; p, 2) clearly identifies that ‘the whole question of the gaps between legislation and policy that outline rights and the reality for those who want to exercise them, is a key concern in this next stage of disability sport’. With this in mind, it is important to evidence what literature is currently available regarding disability sport policy in the UK, and more specifically in Wales.

Smith and Haycock (2011, p. 91) found that in the late 1980s there was still a lack of interest ‘paid to the sport development needs of disabled people in government policy’. It has also been claimed that there is a tendency for British Government to
‘adopt a largely hands-off approach’ to disability sport by encouraging other organisations to develop sport provision for this target group. Although there has been a shift towards an inclusion agenda within disability sport and wider sport policy in Wales, the extent to which this is currently being delivered is very different from one sport to another and one geographical area to another. Wales have evidence that disability sport is part of wider sport policy (Culture Committee, 2003; WAG, 2003); however it is evident that DSW play an integral role in ensuring that strategic objectives are achieved and worked towards. Smith and Haycock (2011, p. 97) indicate how disability sport has been integrated into ‘local authority partnership agreements’ (LAPAs) which are intended to allow local authorities greater autonomy in how future funding is distributed, with the aim of bringing about ‘cultural change’. Considering this, Smith and Haycock (2011, p. 97) indicate that in future the ‘responsibility for disability sport development will be that of a range of appropriate local authority staff’ rather than the sole responsibility of the disability sport development officer. However, it would be difficult to gauge the full extent to which this will occur whilst disability sport organisations are funded to coordinate and implement sport programmes on behalf of the government. As this thesis unfolds, it is evident that this literature is already outdated, as LAPAs cease to exist. DSW however, have developed a disability sport inclusion programme which aims to consistently implement an inclusion agenda across Wales via the local authority sports development figurations and networks (DSW, 2013). Longevity is an area for concern within sports development policy; very often policies and programmes are short term and therefore difficult to research on a long-term basis and therefore analyse the policy implementation process.
Towards the ‘mainstreaming’ of disability sport

Over the last three decades there has been escalating emphasis placed on the mainstreaming of disability sport development within the policy and practice of sporting organisations (Thomas & Smith, 2009, p. 73). This has resulted in a number of changes in sport policy, from the perspective of disability sport and mainstream sport organisations. Such shift has resulted in equality being of increased importance since the start of the 1980s with sport policy emphasis moving towards the mainstreaming of disability sport away from disability sport organisations. At this stage it is important to explain what ‘mainstreaming’ is. Thomas and Smith (2009, p. 75) recognize that there is ‘no universally accepted definition’, but to put the issue into context, this research will utilise the English Federation of Disability Sport’s (EFDS) proposal in a recent strategic plan that a shift towards mainstreaming is about NGBs and mainstream sporting organisations taking responsibility for the development and provision of sport opportunities for disabled people (EFDS, 2000).

Smith and Haycock (2010, p. 26) discuss the inconsistencies that exist in the provision of disability sport across England and Wales. This is also evident regarding the timescale of a shift towards ‘mainstreaming’. Whilst EFDS were striving towards the inclusion of disabled participants in mainstream sporting opportunities in 2000 (EFDS, 2000), DSW identified that a key legacy aim of the 2012 Paralympics was to enable disabled people to participate in ‘mainstream sporting activities’. This is something that DSW identified to be a priority ‘from this point forward’ in 2009 (HoC, 2009). Smith and Haycock (2011, p. 98) concluded that although there has been growing emphasis on the process of mainstreaming disability sport, policy and
political interest will ‘remain marginal’ and the practical responsibility for the coordination and development of disability sport opportunities will remain with disability sport organisations and be ‘kept at arms length from direct government involvement’ (Smith & Haycock, 2011, p. 98). The purpose of this thesis is to explore the extent to which local authority sports development officers plan, develop and implement sport policy and provision in an inclusive manner.

Bramham (2008) highlights that sport policy is a ‘process’. Considering this, a figurational sociology perspective will be utilised in order to provide an adequate analysis of the complex processes involved in sport policy and development, paying particular attention to disability sport policy in Wales.
Sociological Theory and Research Methods

The purpose of this chapter is twofold. Firstly, to give a brief examination of the sociological perspective which forms the theoretical framework for this thesis; figurational sociology. This will outline a number of key sensitizing concepts in order to adequately explain and make sense of the views and experiences of sports development officers and managers working in a disability sport organisation, and a local authority sports development unit in Wales, in relation to the implementation of a disability sport programme and an inclusion agenda. Such key sensitizing concepts include; figurations, networks and chains of interdependency, power, habitus, unplanned outcomes, games models and involvement and detachment. Secondly, this section will give an introduction to, and justify the use of interviews and focus groups as research methods in order to appropriately address the research question.

Sociological Theory

Figurational sociology, which is also known as process sociology, developed from the work of Norbert Elias (1897-1990) from the 1960s onwards (Van Krieken, 1998; Maguire, 1988; Murphy, Sheard & Waddington, 2000). Whilst this perspective is relatively new, it has become well established and influential within the sociological
study of sport (Dunning, 1999; Waddington & Malcolm, 2008). Bloyce and Smith (2010) summarised how this perspective has been used increasingly in the analyses of policy processes within sport and health service management. Furthermore, Malcolm (2008, p. 261) argued that due to the prominence of figurational sociology within the study of sport ‘we can move away from extended theoretical re-statements and assume that such information is readily available’. However, a number of key sensitizing concepts to figurational sociology will be explained.

The Figuration

The central concept of this theoretical approach is the ‘figuration’ itself. Elias identified ‘figurations’ to be ‘a structure of mutually oriented and dependent people’ (Elias, 2000, p. 316). The concept of the figuration was developed in order to address and overcome some of the issues associated with social theory problems. Elias argued that a number of ‘unhelpful dualisms and dichotomies’ were often evident within some sociological theories, such as the agent or structure, freedom or constraint or more notably the individual or society (Murphy et al, 2000). Considering the latter, Elias argued that such terminology and concepts do not truly capture the complexity involved in the dynamic and interdependent relationships between individuals in societies (Haywood et al, 1995). Moreover, Dunning and Hughes (2012), outlined how Elias developed the concept of ‘figuration’ to attempt to counter the notion that we are individuals who exist in a vacuum, separate and closed off from other people or ‘social formations’, or that ‘society’ exists separately from the people who comprise them; as ‘static, isolated categories’ (Murphy et al., 2000, p. 92). This concept reinforces the ‘dynamic and relational character of social life’ (Dunning, 2002, p.319). Elias (1978, p. 72) emphasised:
The figurations of interdependent human beings cannot be explained if one studies human beings singly. In many cases the opposite procedure is advisable: one can understand many aspects of the behaviour or actions of individual people only if one sets out from the study of the pattern of their interdependence, the structure of their societies, in short from the figurations they form with each other.

With this in mind, the figurational perspective is increasingly concerned with the *hominess aperti*, as oppose to *homo clauses*, as human beings are observed to be ‘people bonded together in dynamic constellations’ (Murphy et al, 2000, p. 92). In placing emphasis on people in the plural, Elias recognises the interweaving impact of multiple ‘figurations’. In the context of this study, sports development officers are bonded together and affected by the actions and interests of disability sport organisations, sports councils, government ministers, policy-makers, and a variety of other partners involved in the planning, delivery and implementation of sport policy within local authorities in Wales.

*Chains of interdependency*

Closely linked to the concept of the figuration, are networks or ‘chains of interdependency’ (Dunning, 1996, p. 203). Figurational sociologists would claim that figurations can only be considered in plurality and that human beings would cease to exist independently of the figurations of which they are a part (Elias, 1978). Bloyce and Smith (2010, p. 2) highlighted the complex relationships involved between modern sport, sport policy and development and other aspects of the wider society, therefore adopting a figurational approach for this study will help to give adequate
explanation and recognition for the number of interdependent relationships and variables at play in the development and implementation of a disability inclusion agenda within sports development. Mennell and Goudsblom (1998, p. 18) explained that ‘as webs of interdependence spread, more people become more involved in more complex and more impenetrable relations’. Therefore in a sports development context, it may be evident that development officers are required to pay more attention to more people and partners, in a wide variety of circumstances. Green (2003, p. 17) clarifies that when figurationalists speak of relationships, this is not necessarily the ‘face to face’ kind. This gives explanation to the existence of lengthened chains of interdependence as people may be part of a figuration or ‘chain of interdependence’ without having to have physically met every person amongst the ‘chain’. To capture the existence and complexity of networks of interdependence, Salumets (2001, p. 11) summarises that we now live in a society where ‘everything and everyone is connected’.

**Habitus**

Figurational sociologists place emphasis on people’s existence in relation to others. Therefore everyone exists in a figuration and network of some sort. Green (2003) notes that within a figuration, the personality or ‘habitus’ of people exists and develops. The concept of ‘habitus’ describes ‘the durable and generalized disposition that suffuses a person’s action throughout an entire domain of life, or in the extreme instance, throughout all life’ (Camic, 1986, p. 1046). Considering this, we must recognise the significant impact that the figurations in which people exist have in determining behaviour. Van Krieken (1998) explains that the behaviours and actions
of people are both enabled and constrained by the values of the figurations of which they are a part.

The organisation of our psychological make-up into our habitus is ‘a continuous process’ (Van Krieken, 1998, p. 59). It is something which starts at birth and continues throughout our lives as part of the social interdependencies which we exist in. However, Van Krieken (1998) does emphasise that a person’s habitus develops rapidly and tends to have greatest impact ‘during childhood and youth’ (p. 59). Therefore it may take longer for people’s habitus to change in adulthood, amongst the surrounding figuration and networks. This is an important consideration when trying to establish an inclusion agenda within a sports development team. Some people may struggle to shift their habitus towards inclusion, and make take longer or require further support in order to change their ‘habitus’ to that which is desired.

**Power**

A significant subject to understand in relation to figurations, habitus and chains of independency is power and the ratio of power. Mennell and Goudsblom (1998, p. 36) clearly explain the concept:

> Throughout life, we depend on others for things we need, want or value; and others are dependent upon us for the things they need. This simple fact means that power-ratios are a feature of all human relationships.

Whilst it is evident that all people within a figuration or chain of interdependence have power, this may be to a greater or lesser degree. At times, one party may be ‘more dependent than the other party’ and as a result there may be an uneven balance of power (Mennell & Goudsblom, 1998, p. 22). This may be evident within a
workplace between a staff member and a manager. Murphy et al (2000, p 93) highlights the inevitability of balance as ‘no one is ever absolutely powerful or powerless’. Therefore we must appreciate that power is never static or permanent, but multi-dimensional and constantly in flux (Murphy et al, 2000). Figurational sociologists claim that the greater the number of people in a group, the more equal the balances of power become. Therefore it becomes more likely that the outcome of the actions of a large group ‘will be something that no single person or group has planned or anticipated’ (Mennell & Goudsblom, 1998, p. 23). Considering sport policy, the outcomes and the way in which a policy is implemented may differ from what was originally intended or planned.

*Unintended consequences/unplanned outcomes*

Elias (1978) identified that the interweaving of networks of relationships or chains of interdependency can become complicated and uncontrollable. The outcomes of interactions can therefore be unintended or unplanned. Unplanned outcomes are considered to be ‘the consequences of the complex interweaving of human beings with different beliefs, associated misconceptions and divergent objectives’ (Murphy & Sheard, 2008, p. 51). Elias (1987) referred to these kinds of outcomes as ‘blind social processes’. It is increasingly important to recognise that the outcomes of complex social processes involving the interweaving of a variety of individuals or figurations, (such as sport policy implementation), cannot be explained by the actions or intentions of any individual or group. Additionally, the outcomes of social processes involving a particular group of people can never be permanent as figurational sociologists would argue that relationships within a figuration are constantly in flux. That being said, people’s experiences and perceptions of disability
sport and inclusion may change over a period of time, and therefore the implementation of a disability sport inclusion programme may have different planned and unplanned outcomes over time.

**Game Models**

In order to fully understand complex social processes, Elias developed the concept of ‘game models’. Green (2003) provides explanation, highlighting how figurational sociologists conceptualise networks of interdependence in terms of ‘a multi-level game’. The ‘players’ within a game may have varying levels of power, and our interdependencies may constrain us to a greater or lesser degree. Consequently, in a game, ‘the dependency of a player on the intentions and actions of team-mates and opponents inevitably influences the player’s own intentions and actions’ (Green, 2003, p. 19). Games may vary in terms of the number of players involved, and the number of tiers on which the game is based. If two players were to enter a game, one player being more powerful than the other, over the course of the ‘game’ the more powerful individual’s ability to control or determine the course of the game decreases. As the power imbalance diminishes ‘there will result from the interweaving of the moves of the two players a game process that neither of them planned for’ (Elias, 1978, p. 82). As the number of players increases, for example by increasing the number of local authority sports development officers tasked with delivering inclusive sport to disabled people, as does the complexity of the game. Therefore, regardless of how powerful some individual players are, such as the Sport Flintshire Manager or Disability Sport Wales Development Officer, they will be less likely to be able to control the moves of any other players or dictate the course or outcome of the game.
Involvement and detachment

A distinctive concept within figurational sociology for consideration is that linked to Elias’ position on ‘the relationship between human understanding and values’ (Murphy et al, 2000 p. 94). This is also central to the understanding of research methods. Elias rejected the abstract and unhelpful dichotomous terms ‘objectivity’ and ‘subjectivity’ due to the terms being perceived as absolute, with no capacity for varied levels, or ‘greater or lesser degrees of adequacy’ (Bloyce, 2004). Elias instead opted for degrees of involvement and detachment (Bloyce & Smith, 2010, p. 5). It has been suggested that the process of understanding society should involve a combination of involvement and detachment from the researcher (Goudsblom & Mennell, 1998, p. 90). Elias explained that a balance between these two concepts existed in all human behaviour (Murphy et al, 2000, p. 94). Bloyce (2004) also discussed how figurational sociologists should strive for an appropriate blend between involvement and detachment; recognising that the researcher is part of the (research) process and it is impossible to be completely objective, although they should appreciate their level of involvement and strive to ‘detach’ oneself away from personal values within the research process. This is of increasing importance considering that the researcher is involved in the Sport Flintshire figuration as a Disability Sport Wales Development Officer. The concept of involvement and detachment, allows recognition that it is inevitable that there will be a degree of involvement on the researcher’s behalf, although a greater degree of detachment has been sought at the data collection and analysis stage in order to gain ‘greater reality congruence’ (Elias, 1987; Murphy et al, 2000; Bloyce & Smith, 2010). Whilst
being heavily involved in the area which was under investigation, the researcher managed to maintain an appropriate level of detachment. For example, the researcher felt that an appropriate initial research question for this project was; ‘to what extent does a disability sport inclusion programme have an impact on the working practices of sports development officers in Flintshire’. However, throughout the research process it emerged that this was not appropriate and was therefore reworked with support from the researcher’s supervisor. The research process resulted in outcomes which were not anticipated, hence the repositioning of the research question.

Research Methods

The purpose of this section is to describe the processes through which the research was carried out and give a justification for the choices made regarding methodology.

Procedures

Prior to commencing the research process, an application was made to the Facility of Applied Health Sciences Research Ethics Committee at the University of Chester to seek ethical approval. Permission was also sought from management within Disability Sport Wales and Sport Flintshire to allow interviews and focus groups to be undertaken with staff members. Once the necessary authorisation was gained to conduct the research project, all appropriate individuals were emailed inviting them to take part. Once a positive response was received, convenient dates and locations were organised. All potential interviewees were provided with a participant information sheet which gave a brief outline of the research project together with
information regarding what was required from their perspectives. Interviews and focus groups lasted between 30 to 50 minutes in a small private office location convenient to the participants. All interviews and focus groups were audio tape-recorder using two devises in order to prevent mechanical failure. DSW’s Partnership Manager and Sport Flintshire’s Sports Development Manager could not be given anonymity due to the role which they played within the team. By the nature of identifying the organisations involved in the research, it would be easy for readers to find those involved. Development officers were reassured that they would not be mentioned in name in any future write up. The interviews and focus groups were designed to encourage managers and development officer to share their views, experiences and thoughts relevant to disability sport and inclusion. Based on existing literature and policies regarding disability sport in Wales, interview and focus group schedules were designed to cover a range of pre-determined questions to ensure that key areas were covered.

Sampling method and participants

The sampling frame for this study was all sports development officers working in Sport Flintshire; Flintshire County Council’s sports development unit, together with the Sport Flintshire manager and Disability Sport Wales’ (DSW) Partnership Manager who has management responsibility for the community disability sport programme across Wales. A purposive sampling method was used. This is a non-probability method which samples participants who are relevant to the research question (Bryman, 2012). That being said, the target population were clearly identified at the outset of the research. This thesis was based on interviews with the Partnership Manager for DSW who had been in post for 12 years, and Sport
Flintshire’s Sports Development Manager who has been employed by the local authority for 13 years. Two focus groups were carried out with ten development officers who work either on a part-time or full-time basis over a period of 11 months to 7 years. The following table shows the participants involved in the focus group and how they will be referred to within the text. Participants are grouped according to the roles which they play within the sports development unit in Flintshire. AYP refers to the Active Young People initiative, and SDO refers to sports development officers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generic Focus Group</th>
<th>SDO1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generic Focus Group</td>
<td>SDO2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic Focus Group</td>
<td>SDO3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic Focus Group</td>
<td>SDO4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic Focus Group</td>
<td>SDO5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AYP Focus Group</td>
<td>AYP1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AYP Focus Group</td>
<td>AYP2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AYP Focus Group</td>
<td>AYP3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AYP Focus Group</td>
<td>AYP4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AYP Focus Group</td>
<td>AYP5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Semi-structured interviews*

Qualitative interviews are appropriate to an interpretive inquiry as they allow for in-depth exploration of experiences (Charmaz, 2006). This method advocates the use of an interview schedule (allowing coverage of key themes), but also allows the researcher a level of flexibility which gives the ability to ‘alter the sequence of questions or probe for more information with subsidiary questions’ (Gratton & Jones, 2004, p. 141). Semi-structured interviews were particularly relevant to this study as they enabled participants to shape topics in their responses, within a framework created by the interviewer (Denscombe, 1998). This was achieved by asking open-ended questions and then probing for further information (Denscombe, 1998). In
qualitative interviews data is generated through the social interaction between participant and researcher (Bryman, 2008). The two-way nature of human conversation means that the researcher’s probes and responses to the participant’s speech will shape the data produced. In addition, the participant’s responses may also shape the direction of questioning from the researcher.

Patton (2002) identified the purpose of an interview is to gain information from other people’s perspectives. Figurational approaches’ theoretical framework has the capacity to structure our understanding of a research area and therefore constrains the questions we may ask in an interview schedule. Veal (1997, p. 198) outlines three main uses for interviews as a research method; a) when investigating low populations; b) where information is considered to be variable between participants, and complex in nature and; c) where research is exploratory and information sought is to be used for further investigation. Considering these elements, sport is a social phenomenon, which involves complex social situations; therefore, interviews may be an appropriate method to be adopted within figurational research in order to adequately explore the complex nature of human figurations. Semi-structured interviews were undertaken with the Sport Flintshire Manager and DSW Partnership Manager in order to explore the concept of inclusion and the implementation of disability sport policy from the perspectives of managers working for two separate organisations within the sports development figuration.

Gratton and Jones (2004, p. 142) outline a number of advantages of the interview method. Considering Bloyce et al’s (2008) study, interviewing enables participants to talk about their own experiences and feelings and allows unexpected data to
emerge. The interviewer also has the ability to establish trust and rapport (Gratton & Jones, 2004, p. 142). Green (2004, p. 382) also used semi-structured interviews to allow distinction between sport policy objectives and the reality for development officers’ experiences in policy development in practice, and to appropriately assess the constraining and/or facilitating structural context within which the development officers exist and operate. This method was used for sports development managers in order to gain an in-depth insight into the thoughts and feelings of individuals who have a management and leadership responsibility for teams of people appropriate to the research question. It was therefore deemed appropriate to interview these people separate to development officers, so that staff potentially felt more comfortable to share their experiences without their team manager being present.

Focus groups

Due to the number of development officers based in Sport Flintshire and the dynamic way in which officers interact as a team, focus groups were designed in order to gain information regarding disability sport and inclusion from Sport Flintshire’s team perspective. Krueger (1994) described focus groups to be ‘a carefully planned discussion designed to obtain perceptions on a defined area of interest in a permissive, non-threatening environment’. Roulston (2010, p. 35) highlights how ‘focus groups bring a group of people together to discuss a set of topics’. Focus groups are also an interesting methodology to utilise in order to learn about group dynamics and the ways in which particular groups of people talk about topics amongst their peers (Stewart et al, 2007). From a figurational perspective it was deemed appropriate and useful to discuss disability sport and inclusion within a methodological framework which involved the sports development ‘figuration’.
Roulston (2010, p. 39) explained how within a focus group, individuals will often orient to others within the group based on their existing relationships. Therefore, for a number of sports development officers who know each other outside of the focus group environment, they would be likely to ‘talk in ways that reflect their roles and relationships outside of the group’. From the researcher’s involvement, the ways in which the development officers interacted within the focus group setting, was a reflection on how they interact within other contexts. Whilst all development officers shared their views and experiences regarding disability sport and inclusion, the length and amount of responses were a true representation of the development officer’s general conduct.

Krueger (1994, p. 19) identified focus groups to be a more natural environment to collect data as participants are ‘influencing and influenced by others- just as they are in real life’.

Data analysis

Interviews and focus groups were transcribed verbatim and then subjected to thematic analysis. This process involved the reading and rereading of transcripts in order to become familiar with the data. Howitt and Cramer (2010) highlight that alike with any form of qualitative analysis it is imperative for the researcher to be extremely familiar with the data, if the analysis is to be insightful.

The process of thematic analysis involved initial coding where the researcher grouped recurring statements and responses in to common ‘codes’ or raw data themes. At the end of this process, 33 initial codes emerged from the data. Through
a gradual process of refinement, similarities and commonalities were identified between the codes in order to develop five overarching themes. The main themes of the interviews and focus groups, and therefore analysis included; A journey towards becoming inclusive; The significance of a disability sport organisation and inclusion programme; Barriers to implementing disability sport policy/inclusion agenda; The implementation of disability sport policy in local authority sports development; and Striving towards inclusion ‘utopia’. The continuous refinement of themes and categories helped ‘identify relationships between the codes [and] categories of data’ (Denscombe, 2007, p. 292). When discussing the outcomes of this research, an inductive approach has been utilised. Firstly by presenting the findings, and applying appropriate theory in order to gain a sociological understanding of the phenomena.

Whilst anonymity was not possible for the Managers who were interviewed, all data presented within the next chapter is not identified in relation to specific development officers. This was discussed prior to interview in order to reassure development officers that their individual viewpoints would not be individually traceable. This aimed to increase the level of comfort for those involved in focus groups, without concern that there would be any professional issues raised based on their individual responses. It is hoped that this has ensured that the research has gained a true reflection of development officer’s experiences and thoughts concerning inclusion and sport for disabled people.

Bloyce (2004, p. 149) summarises that ‘the aim for figurational sociologists is to recognise their involvement as far as possible and in so doing strive to distance oneself as far as is possible from one’s values’. Considering this, the analysis of
qualitative interview data is considered difficult as a level of interpretation is required from the researcher (Gratton & Jones, 2008, p. 143). In acknowledgement of this, Green (2004, p. 382) recommends interweaving primary data with theoretical explanations in order to increase ‘interpretive credibility’ when discussing research findings. The core themes that emerged within the responses of the Managers and sports development officers, which are outlined above, will be discussed and analyzed throughout the next chapter.

Presentation of findings and discussion of results

The aim of this chapter is to present the data which emerged from two semi-structured interviews and two focus groups, in order to enhance our understanding of the implementation of a disability sport inclusion programme and inclusion agenda in a sports development unit in Flintshire. A number of themes emerged from the transcripts and each will be discussed in detail using extracts from participants in order to give a reflection of the experiences of development officers and managers in the Sport Flintshire figuration. Previous literature and the key sensitizing concepts of figurational sociology will be considered in order to make sociological sense of the findings. The main themes of the interviews and focus groups, and therefore analysis, include: a journey towards becoming inclusive; the significance of a disability sport organisation and inclusion programme; barriers to implementing
disability sport policy/inclusion agenda; the implementation of disability sport policy in local authority sports development; and striving towards inclusion ‘utopia’.

A journey towards becoming inclusive

This section outlines the contributory factors which have led towards Sport Flintshire development officers and team providing sport and physical activity provision for disabled people. This theme predominantly explains the development of a group habitus.

The managers interviewed both had previous experience working with disabled people. In turn, their experience and knowledge of disability sport has perhaps contributed towards the teams they manage shifting towards becoming more inclusive and considering disabled people as a specific population to try and engage in sport and physical activity. Many other staff had not had any prior experience regarding disability sport previous to their existing roles.

The Sport Flintshire Manager has a strong belief in shared leadership, and this is dispersed through the team, ensuring that everyone has a role to play in the leading of others, or the direction and focus of areas of work. She explained:

I think by distributing leadership and encouraging… an ideas culture people feel that they can, I suppose spread their wings and go with something… I think if they’re allowed to do that… then they get better outcomes with projects, so it will absolutely have a positive impact on our business plan, because it’s not my plan it’s the team’s plan.
Sport Flintshire’s Manager discussed the dynamics of the sports development team in relation to the plurality of the team. She highlighted that each member is mutually dependent, and support each other in partnership on a regular and ongoing basis (Salumets, 2002). From a figurational perspective, this links to *hominem aperti* in that the team could be considered to be ‘bonded together in dynamic constellations’ (Murphy et al, 2000, p. 92). She talks of the importance of inclusive delivery plans to enable that all Flintshire residents have sport provision which is appropriate to them, regardless of age, gender, disability or ability; ‘so they fit the needs of the whole populous in relation to sport Flintshire and what we’re trying to do’. Emphasis is placed on ‘we’re’ to reinforce the actions of the whole group, not one individual.

As a team ‘Sport Flintshire’ seem to explore tools to enable their continuous improvement. A recent Quest inspection had resulted in the team considering the whole of their population base within the local authority and surrounding areas. This in line with a focus shift from their main funding partner had a slight impact on the ways of working.

As an overarching organisation for the development of disability sport in Wales, Disability Sport Wales’ (DSW) Partnership Manager explained the evolving nature of their community programme which is located within local authorities. The scheme has changed over a number of years since the organisation’s inception. Whilst initially the focus was ‘to try and get disabled people doing some sport’, this shifted towards ‘the second phase of impairment specific and sport specific opportunities
and then integration and inclusion, which is where we are now’ (DSW Partnership Manager).

Sport Flintshire has a number of ‘active young people’ (AYP) development officers, whose role is to develop sport and physical activity provision on an extra-curricular basis within primary and secondary schools across Flintshire. Within the AYP cohort it was evident that there had been a shift towards directly consulting with young people in schools. AYP1 discussed the involvement of young people in schools to develop activity programmes; ‘speak to them to see if they are able to attend, or what activities they actually would like to do.’ Literature has discussed evidence based programming and this shows that it is currently being put in to practice in Flintshire (Kay & Dudfield, 2013).

The introduction of a disability sport inclusion programme has had an impact within Flintshire as a local authority. Previously, disability sport has predominantly been developed in a disability specific context, whereas Sport Flintshire’s Manager explains:

We’ve had the development of insport which has been, again a different way of delivering because we’ve moved away from, you know, we’re going to set up disability specific sport sessions to actually, they have their purpose and you know, are very valued but it’s about making sure that organisations, national governing bodies and clubs have the understanding and knowledge and support to be inclusive in their delivery.
Thomas and Smith (2009) highlighted that inclusion has become a central characteristic of disability sport and of broader government policy. Whilst this research project is specifically considering inclusion from the context of disability, it is evident that inclusion and integration are considered in a broader sense within Flintshire when working with children and young people from pre-school ages:

If you look at integration and inclusion in its wider context it’s not just about kids with disabilities, it’s about maybe children with English as an additional language, and I think working with them at an earlier age, will break down some of those barriers moving into adulthood or young personhood (Sport Flintshire Manager).

This statement suggests that Sport Flintshire programmes give consideration to populations who may have previously been hard to engage in physical activity (Collins & Kay, 2004). The overarching ethos was seemingly that the sports development team strive to do this ‘because it’s important to us’. Wider sport policy is evident in Wales as explained in chapter two. Sport Wales’ ‘Vision for Sport’ is implemented through the sports development officer networks across local authorities in Wales. The current policy priority is to get ‘every child hooked on sport’. Such policy terminology is used by members of the Sport Flintshire management team when describing how disabled young people and others at risk of exclusion are targeted:

We’ve made it clear on our advertising that we’re inclusive, any needs can be catered for, so I think it’s really important because it's every child hooked on
Sport, it's not the easy to reach, it's not just the affluent children, it's whether they're from low socio-economic backgrounds or what but children with disabilities have, since I’ve worked here, has always been a priority (Sport Flintshire Manager).

This shows an example of how National sport policy transcends to being implemented at a local level in Flintshire.

Sport Flintshire have a range of sports development officers, including a Disability Sport Wales Development Officer (DSWDO). Within the team, there appears to be a strong group habitus. Elias (1978) suggested that a person is not only a product of their own life history and experiences, but also of those that have gone before them. Therefore, whilst an individual may be born in to a network of figurations that existed before them, with values and beliefs, these values are passed on and can be modified over time. Elias (1978) also explained how individuals can be influenced by the current figurations and networks of which they are a part. Therefore, if an individual becomes part of a team who have a strong underlying belief and value system that considers the inclusion of disabled people in sport to be of great importance, it is more likely that this individual will engage in behaviour and actions associated with that ‘habitus’. Sport Flintshire’s Manager alludes; ‘I mean to be honest, I think it's just a mindset and it's cultural within what we do.’ This suggests that equality and inclusion is a fundamental ‘philosophy’ or ‘habitus’ of the team. This appears to have a positive impact on the provision of sport and physical activity by spreading the workload across the team; ‘it’s making a greater impact so, it’s not been left to one person, but 5x60 (AYP) officers are developing opportunities and
leading on projects (Sport Flintshire Manager). In further statements, it is reaffirmed that ‘it’s just part of what we do’ when asked about planning and developing inclusive sport provision for disabled young people. The culture and philosophy of inclusion was discussed by members of the management team, whilst also being reinforced by statements made by other team members. From the researcher’s involvement and understanding of the dynamics of the team, comments made during interviews and focus groups were a true reflection on development officer’s working practices. Some members of the team have more experience and confidence regarding adapting activities for disabled participants, although the ‘habitus’ evident was that disabled people should be included in the planning of all programmes. Team members confirmed ‘It’s something that we adopt as a team really (AYP2)’ and it could be argued that this is the team’s ‘habitus’:

I wouldn’t say it’s necessarily been something which we’ve thought about,
I think it’s just something that we adopt and move forward with it. It’s just something we include as part of our work (SDO1).

This indicates how development officers see inclusion as a natural part of their job role. However, the Sport Flintshire Manager within an interview and focus group outlined that whilst inclusion is second nature, it is also a conscious decision that is made to provide sport for all people. A member of the AYP team, AYP3 highlighted ‘it’s integral really to what we do. Everything that we strive for is inclusive. That’s the nature, the ethos of how we wanted to develop’. The group ‘habitus’ has become embedded in to the general ethos and ‘philosophy’ of the team. There are a number
of full time and part-time development officers, but also a wider network of coaches and volunteers who develop and deliver on Sport Flintshire programmes:

But we’ve recently grown the team and we’re working a lot with our coaches and we’ve really tried to professionalize the coach and volunteer programme, giving them really good training and then mentoring as well, so training can be on the job coaching, it can be formal training like DIT training or you know a formal national governing body qualification, and we’re really trying to professionalize that arm of what we’re do and I think we’ve made massive strides in that, and recognising the work that they do, cos our team isn’t just the full-time members of staff, it’s the volunteers who work on our, 5x60 programmes or on our holiday programmes that make a real difference, so we try and make sure they feel part of our team, because they’re helping us deliver our outcomes (Sport Flintshire Manager).

Sport Flintshire’s development officers talked passionately about ‘getting the kids involved with sport and physical activity’ (SDO2), and Sport Flintshire’s Manager summarised their viewpoint that ‘I think the best way to deliver sport is to do it inclusively’.

It is clear from these data that ‘inclusion’ is a concept which all members of the team believe in, and over time this ‘habitus’ has become firmly embedded in to the actions and behaviour of the SF development officers.
The significance of a disability sport organisation and inclusion programme

This theme explores the role which the disability sport officer, organisation and policy play in the development of an inclusion agenda within the sports development figuration. In addition, the impact which these ‘figurations’ have on the chains of interdependency will also be outlined.

Thomas and Smith (2009, p. 71) concluded that there was limited research and data regarding local authority disability sport development, and that there was no clear coherent existing policy, ‘or, indeed, anything approaching it’ which was designed to improve the provision of sport for disabled people, in an inclusive or segregated environment. In Wales, it is evident that a disability sport inclusion programme entitled ‘insport’ has been developed in order to bridge this gap. Disability Sport Wales’ partnership manager explains how the ‘insport’ model was derived from an Australian Sports Connect programme for National Governing Bodies of sport. The purpose and intended consequences of the insport programme according to DSW’s Partnership Manager are:

insport is about changing the role of the disability sport offer and recognises that the disability sport development officer cannot physically, particularly on 21 hours per week, develop all sports, all impairments, disability specific, mainstream sports clubs, coach education, volunteer recruitment. So, what insport is about is engaging in this instance developing the whole of the local authority to look at how we can use that person differently as a kind of, almost a consultant in the very loosest of terms to support people to deliver inclusively, to challenge people
appropriately, to offer them real solutions to how they can make things more inclusive, and balancing that with a resource that will look at how we work through planning and policy development, education and training support for staff, right the way through to the monitoring and evaluation.

When asked during interviews and focus groups about whether development officers felt like the mainstreaming of disability sport had been achieved or was realistic in current times, there was an overwhelming response that they felt there was a need for specialist advice and support. This was not only from DSW’s perspective, but from development officers within the Sport Flintshire team. This shows the importance of the disability sport organisation and officer within the sports development figuration. Over time the chains of interdependency have lengthened and disability sport is an integral part of the Sport Flintshire ‘figuration’. Some development officers voiced concerns for if this role and organisations ceased to exist; ‘I think aswell there’s always a need for specialist advice. You know, it needs to be an attitude change, a policy change, but that needs to be driven by somebody, and without people driving it, it’s probably fair to say that it wouldn’t happen’ (AYP3). This suggests that the DSWDO is a key part of the implementation of an inclusion agenda and disability sport policy within a local authority context. DSW’s Partnership Manager explains the importance of the development officer role:

It is absolutely essential. The development officer is the most important part in all of this. We looked at different delivery models in the past, we had a review through Strategic Leisure...That review sort of challenged within the local authorities, whether this delivery framework was
appropriate or not, and the feedback from the local authority perspective was that the development officer was absolutely essential to ensuring that we can deliver inclusively.

The DSWDO may therefore be perceived and used as a support mechanism to enable the effective implementation of policy, and the development of an inclusion agenda. The way in which people interact within the figurations of which they are a part, is extremely significant when trying to implement policy. Thomas and Smith (2009) explored the role of local authorities in the development of disability sport. It was found that there was differential policy and practice occurring within local authorities in England with regards to disability sport and inclusive or segregated provision. In Wales there appears to be an attempt from Disability Sport Wales’ perspective to implement a disability sport inclusion programme consistently across all local authorities. That being said, it is beyond the scope of this study to explore the differences between disability sport policy implementation and provision amongst Welsh local authorities. The figurations within each local authority would be considerably different, and consequently so may be their ‘habitus’. SDO3 noted that the Sport Flintshire figuration is different from those in surrounding areas, 'I would just say that there will be authorities that probably aren’t as far along or haven’t got the same ethos that we do [with regards to inclusion]'. DSW’s Partnership Manager highlights the importance of consistency in the implementation of policy:

It will be in their (sports development officers) work programmes and it will be consistently monitored and the data that comes out of that will be used then to inform future working practice so that everybody delivers an
inclusive programme which will engage a much bigger workforce with people that understand what disability and inclusive sport really looks like and can provide good quality opportunities in those fields. Rather than one of two people who get it at the moment. Essentially, being able to deliver good quality inclusive sport for disabled people, will improve the quality of provision for all people.

The level of support for clubs and other officers within the Sport Flintshire figuration is also noted: ‘If you don’t have that support from the disability sport officer it would be really hard to provide that support for the children and young people, I’d say’ (SDO2).

When implementing disability sport policy, the DSWDO is considered to be a key part of the figuration. The role which they play can have a positive impact on others within the team and chain of interdependency:

I think having just some practical, helpful knowledge from disability sport Wales, about how to include some people has been really good because it’s not scary to do. It’s really hard to put something tangible on, cos nothing has happened other than, it’s just a mind-set, and it’s not really happened with, you know, like eastern European groups or, you know, other hard to reach groups, but it has with disability. And I think a lot of that is down to the Disability Sport Wales officer, challenging in the right way, understated, have you thought about this, you know, just posing
some nice questions and over a period of time have really helped stimulate what we do with this area of work (Sport Flintshire Manager).

Other officers clearly noted the lengthened chains of interdependency involved in sport development and the policy implementation process. Whilst recognising the importance of having a disability sport inclusion programme, the impact which this can have on figurations within the chain was also considered;

If they are going to go through it, and they’re seeing other authorities achieving what they’re achieving, and Sport Wales are also seeing it as well, then I would expect there might be a little bit of pressure on them, maybe not just from within the sports development team but from within the depths of whether it be leisure or lifelong learning, potentially even higher, from councillors to make sure that what they’re delivering is inclusive (SDO3).

Other officers also discussed the importance of ‘insport’ to help lengthen the chains of interdependency for the benefit of inclusive provision; ‘So it’ll just highlight more partnership work and identify key areas to develop if we need to’ (AYP2). Sport Flintshire’s Manager embraces the ‘insport’ programme and how it can be used as a tool for development officer; ‘So I think it helps them identify their role, the role that they can play in inclusion and working with people with disabilities, and it being more at the forefront.’ The most important concept of ‘insport’ is seemingly that it is a process. This supports the application of figurational sociology for this particular study, as it recognises that the implementation of sport policy is indeed a process.
(Thomas & Smith, 2009; Bloyce & Smith, 2010; Houlihan & Lindsey, 2013). In summary DSW’s Partnership Manager explains that ‘so, the insport journey, and it is very much that, a journey.’ Therefore, due to the processual nature of policy implementation and the complex interweaving figurations involved in implementing disability sport policy in a local authority context, it may be the case that the journey taken may be very different from that intended, or from one local authority to another.

**Barriers to implementing disability sport policy/inclusion agenda**

As noted within existing literature, there are a number of barriers to disabled people participating in sport, and also for organisations who attempt to provide sport provision for disabled people (Thomas & Smith, 2009). This section outlines the difficulties experienced from a local authority perspective, regarding developing a disability sport inclusion agenda and considers the unplanned outcomes which arise when trying to implement disability sport policy. From existing literature, and adopting game models, it is evident that the sport policy process is extremely complex and there may result from the intended actions of a large number of people, outcomes that no one planned for.

Whilst ‘insport’ has been developed as a disability sport inclusion programme to support and enable local authorities to become more inclusive in the way in which they plan, implement and monitor sport provision for disabled people. It is evident that a number of unplanned outcomes arise from the intended actions of policy makers and implementers. DSW as an organisation have developed an initiative which aims to shift development officer’s work programme and ethos towards an inclusion agenda. Whilst some outcomes will be unplanned, and some barriers will
be created as a result of the introduction of a disability sport inclusion programme, there is awareness that there may be a number of barriers preventing local authorities becoming truly inclusive for disabled people. DSW’s Partnership Manager explained; ‘I think there’s going to be some different challenges in different local authorities. So, I think there will be hurdles that we meet as we go along, but I don’t think they are insurmountable.’ From a Sport Flintshire perspective, members of the team voiced their confidence that there were no perceived barriers currently to the team’s inclusion agenda and therefore the implementation of ‘insport’ going forward:

There’s nothing that would indicate to me that we would have a problem with any of our team and the way that we deliver. And if there was, we would challenge that in the right way (Sport Flintshire Manager).

No I don’t see any barriers across the team, and speaking on behalf of the team and anyone is welcome to correct me if I’m wrong but I think that if anybody had an attitude or displayed any working practice which was contrary really to what we are trying to achieve, which is obviously insport. It will complement what we do (AYP3).

Whilst indicating a high level of confidence in development officers from a Sport Flintshire perspective, consideration was given to generic barriers which organisations may face when implementing an inclusion agenda. For example, it was highlighted in relation to providing inclusive sport provision for disabled people that ‘It’s not the easy option’ (Sport Flintshire Manager). Staff also recognised that whilst Sport Flintshire’s development officer’s individual and group habitus held inclusive
working practices to be high on their agenda, this may not be the case for others working in different areas and authorities, ‘if someone came along to one of our sessions we’d make sure we got them involved and do as much as they possibly could, but that doesn’t necessarily mean that everyone works that way’ (SDO1).

Considering the impact and implementation within figurations and networks outside of Sport Flintshire highlights the difficulties of monitoring whether policy has been effectively implemented. This raises an issue for DSW, as although it could be argued that as an organisation they hold higher degrees of power as they fund DSWDOs who are based in local authorities throughout Wales, they are unable to control or dictate the course of the sport policy implementation ‘game’. The importance of communication within the chains of interdependency was highlighted:

Attitudinally it’s whether or not [they] (local authority sports development officers) are willing to make the changes that they say they are going to make. Because it’s easy to present on paper, but culturally changing what clubs and national governing bodies do in relation to this area of work is going to be key and I hope it’s embraced and done in the right way, but alternatively I guess there are gonna be people that it’s going to be way down there on their list of what they want to do. And it’s how, you know, Sport Wales and Disability Sport Wales and FDSW all collectively work together to try and make sure that they challenge those attitudes in the right way, and ensure that people know what their role is (Sport Flintshire Manager).
This clearly identifies a number of ‘players’ within a ‘game’ of policy implementation. Whilst the actions and intentions of DSW and to a certain degree, the Sport Flintshire management team, are planned from the onset; when working within the complex figurations that consist of local authority sports development units, the actions and behaviours of individual ‘players’ cannot be controlled or predetermined. Elias (1978, p. 82) explained that ‘there will result from the interweaving of the moves of the two players a game process that neither of them planned for’. When considering policy implementation, we must consider this in the context of a multi-level game, which in turn may result in a higher level of complexity due to the number of individuals within the figuration and therefore ‘game’. It has been identified that ‘insport’ is a tiered programme, and as local authorities progress to bronze, silver and gold levels, a larger number of partners are involved. Ultimately ‘insport’ requires sports development units to influence partners within their figuration to become more inclusive. Therefore, the game becomes increasingly more complex as the tiers of ‘insport’ are progressed through.

Interestingly, only a small number of development officers identified potential barriers of implementing an inclusion agenda within Sport Flintshire, or the wider networks of delivery partners within the figuration. No barriers were identified by AYP officers working on the 5x60 scheme. Inclusion was firmly embedded in to their working practices, both from a sports development context, but also from the school’s perspective which they were based in. Whilst some staff identified that they did not feel completely knowledgeable regarding disability, they were clearly aware where they could get information and appropriate support and guidance from.
Some development officers considered barriers from a local clubs perspective. Clubs are an important part of the sports development figuration. Recognising this, one officer explains potential barriers that may arise when trying to increase the number of clubs who provide inclusive provision for disabled people:

To be quite simple, I think clubs would look at it from the point of view, unless there was somebody within that club who particularly wanted to run with that, and it was their idea, then they might sort of say well actually it’s not going to make any change to what we’re doing now… Not saying it’s the right way to do things, I’m just thinking of the conversations I’ve had with groups of volunteers who are involved in clubs, it’s one thing after another and it’s not a new role and a new person, it’s a new role for an existing person that’s already doing 10, 15, 20 jobs within that club (SDO3).

This is a significant unplanned consequence that may occur as a result of trying to implement an inclusion agenda within the wider sports development network. The Sport Flintshire development officers are paid either on a part-time or full-time basis. Their roles are to develop sport and physical activity provision throughout Flintshire. Mennell & Goudsblom (1998, p. 36) outline how ‘power-ratios are a feature of all human relationships’, as we depend on others for things that we need and vice versa. In this context, sports development officers work in the local communities with local clubs who provide sport and physical activity for young people and/or adults. Whilst inclusion is seemingly a priority for Sport Flintshire, this is not necessarily the case with some clubs. An unplanned consequence of implementing an inclusion
agenda is that local clubs feel like they are being asked to do additional work. Within focus groups, this was mentioned as a potential consequence rather than something which had been encountered on a regular basis with any clubs in the community.

One development officer identified coach education to be an area which potentially constrains the number of clubs, coaches and volunteers that can develop and deliver inclusive provision;

I also think the coach education structure doesn’t massively help. By no means am I an expert in the disability coaching framework within national governing bodies, but I know that on mainstream courses disability is either glossed over and maybe if the tutor is particularly good they will throw scenarios in, but if the tutor isn’t confident in that they won’t and therefore disability is never mentioned (SDO3).

This highlights another figuration within the chains of interdependency. Whilst Disability Sport Wales are the overarching organisation for disability sport in Wales, there are a number of key partnerships that are imperative in order to implement disability sport policy on a local level. The sports development units in local authorities are a key part of the figuration, but also the National Governing Bodies (NGB) which qualify coaches and volunteers to deliver sport to young people and adults. The consequences of coach education courses being delivered without covering inclusion adequately:
Potentially, what people want to do and what they can do are two different things, based on the sort of the training that they have and their qualifications, and their ability to have inclusive sessions if you like, depending on the sport and the activity (SDO3).

This highlights an area for improvement within the sports development figuration. For coaches and volunteers to be given the skills and knowledge to deliver inclusively to disabled people, NGBs have a role to play, by making coach education courses inclusive.

One of the newer members of staff voiced concerns about achieving their performance targets. At this stage, disabled participation is not a target for every member of staff. Whilst the general group habitus is that inclusion is important and at the heart of planning and delivery, a concern was voiced regarding the continuity of funding based on meeting agreed targets:

Especially in this climate with the restructure. Everyone’s so focussed on getting this this and this, cos we’re externally funded, we need to get these targets and disability’s not really in that target. Is that going to effect what people do? If there’s a chance to get thirty kids with one session or a lot of work advertising for people that have got disabilities and I’m struggling to keep my job then, the easier option is to go for them. It’s not something I’d do but it could be something that might influence someone else’s decision to do something (SDO4).
This is an area which could potentially be addressed as local authorities progress through ‘insport’, as in order to achieve the next level (which in this situation is bronze) all development officers are required to collate performance targets regarding disabled participation (DSW, 2013a).

The implementation of disability sport policy in local authority sports development

This section explores the factors which enable the effective implementation of disability sport policy in a local authority context; including the importance of the wider sports development network and chains of interdependency on the implementation of policy. This theme also includes what the planned outcomes of sport policy implementation should look like from a Sport Flintshire and Disability Sport Wales perspective.

Le Clair (2012) highlighted that whilst disability rights and legislation are important, as are the implementation of them within sport. Considering this, there is currently a gap globally between legislation and policy and is an ongoing area for concern within disability sport. We have recently had the Equality Act (HMSO, 2010) enforced in the UK, which could potentially make local authority officers more receptive to providing sport for disabled people, as there is an increased emphasis on equality of rights for disabled people in wider society. This research aims to gain insight into the extent to which disability sport policy is implemented within a local authority context in Flintshire. Within the interviews and focus groups, sports development officers and managers were asked how an inclusion agenda could be implemented effectively at a local authority level. From a Disability Sport Wales perspective, the Partnership
Manager discussed how the DSWDO could be utilised within the sports development team:

I think the challenge for us is that sports development teams don’t rely on the disability sport officer to be the doer and instead use that person’s skills and experience to support other officers to look at how they deliver inclusively. And hopefully, that is what insport does... It provides a two pronged approach of changing policy and planning and working with the line managers to ensure that inclusive thinking is embedded in the team and at the same time the development officer is kind of working within that team to be the support mechanism (DSW Partnership Manager).

This highlights a planned consequence of the ‘insport’ programme, and also the importance of the DSWDO within the local authority sports development figuration. DSW have consulted with local authorities to ensure that the ‘insport’ programme is suitable and appropriate to the local authority landscape. It may be suggested that this was to limit the number of unplanned consequences of the introduction of the ‘insport’ programme. However, as discussed in the previous chapter, when considering the multi-level and player game of sport policy implementation, it is impossible for any one organisation to dictate the outcome of the ‘game’ or process. To reinforce the importance of a disability sport development officer at this time, DSW’s Partnership Manager added:

I think the disability sport development officer is absolutely key to getting this right. I think if we were to remove the disability sport development
officer at this stage from the insport offer, or from within the local authorities, I think we would struggle in most local authorities to drive forward an insport agenda.

It could be argued that this is an obvious response from the organisation which funds a DSWDO within each local authority in Wales on a 21 hour per week basis. However, the ‘insport’ programme is identified to be a tool which could result in an exit strategy for local authority disability sport development officers. It was mentioned in an interview that ‘there is probably a five year journey to get all local authorities to gold and getting them there meaningfully and ensuring it is firmly embedded into everything’ (DSW Partnership Manager). At the time of writing, two local authorities have progressed through to bronze level, however as explained, ‘insport’ is a process and a journey, which may differ from one local authority to another.

Sports development officers in Flintshire reflected on their experiences of implementing ‘insport’ ribbon. A number of officers noted the importance of the group habitus and the starting position at the time that a disability sport inclusion programme has been introduced:

I think we’ve started from a fairly good position, and probably other authorities, some will be in a better position. I wouldn’t suggest there’d be that many of them, but there’ll certainly be some that aren’t. Yes there will be ones that it’s a bit of a culture shock (SDO3).
I think as a staff team we all kind of sing from the same hymn sheet, king of thing. We all have the same views about disability, we all have the same views about inclusion and it’s good to have that support (SDO2).

In order to understand the impact of the implementation of the ribbon standard of ‘insport’ on the working practices of sports development officers in Flintshire, we must consider the starting point. Whilst it was not within the scope of this study, it would have been difficult to determine the absolute beginnings of the ‘insport’ process in Flintshire. Prior to Flintshire implementing ‘insport’, the team have been aware of the concept for a period of time. Elias explained how civilising processes and rationalization within any human group, have no absolute beginning (Mennell & Goudsblom, 1998), and the same could be argued for sport policy implementation. When a new policy or programme is introduced for sports development officers to plan, develop and deliver on; due to the group habitus, chains of interdependency and the figurations of which sports development officers are a part, all local authorities may have a different starting point.

The statements above suggest that Sport Flintshire have started from an inclusive habitus, and therefore there has been limited impact as a result of the implementation of ‘insport’ ribbon standard. When asked about the impact of ‘insport’, it was mentioned in interview that ‘we haven’t changed any of our working practice’ (AYP3) and ‘Interestingly I don’t think it told us much that we didn’t know because we have been considerate and focussed on inclusion as part of our delivery’ (Sport Flintshire Manager). It would be interesting for future research to
explore the impact of implementing ‘insport’ gold standard on the working practices of sports development officers in Flintshire.

Whilst recognising that ‘insport’ ribbon has had a limited impact on the working practices of sports development officers in Flintshire, staff explained the current position in relation to the team’s aims of developing and providing quality inclusive sport and physical activity:

But, I think if anybody was working contradictory towards those aims then that would be addressed from a management level or from a self management level in terms of that individual recognising that through their appraisals and one to ones or through their colleagues pointing it out, because I think it would stick out really (AYP3).

This indicates the strength of the group habitus, and explains how the development officers interact as a group. Whilst there is a management structure in place, the shared leadership and ownership of the team’s objectives indicates that development officers challenge each other’s actions and behaviours in order to maintain the group habitus.

Disability Sport Wales’ perspective on inclusion is that:

It means that disabled children and adults are offered an opportunity to take part in meaningful sport and physical activity, and for a good percentage of those disabled people, meaningful, good quality
opportunities may be in a disability specific or a pan disability sport environment (DSW Partnership Manager).

Sport Flintshire’s Manager highlighted that ‘I think there’s a difference between saying you’re inclusive in what you’re do, and being inclusive’. Considering this, the concept of ‘meaningful sport and physical activity’ was explored with managers and development officers in Flintshire. As ‘insport’ and disability sport policy has been developed by the National disability sport organisation or local authorities to implement, it was interesting to investigate if there were any differences between what DSW and SF officers deemed to be ‘meaningful’. Generally, it was acknowledged that people take part in sport for a variety of reasons, and what is meaningful to one person may differ to that of another person. DSW’s Partnership Manager explained how it is important to provide a variety of opportunities, from disability specific to mainstream provision with an inclusive delivery plan:

I don’t think it’s about us making a judgement on who should be in what environment; it’s about providing that menu and ensuring that people can make a real genuine choice about what they want to be involved in.

This perspective seems to be mirrored within Flintshire. Sport Flintshire’s Manager highlighted what ‘meaningful’ meant from her viewpoint:

And it’s purposeful, and it’s meaningful to them, and that might be meaningful in terms of making friends, or it might be meaningful in terms of doing something that they’ve never done before. But it’s definitely
ensuring that they’re, clubs, organisations, sports development teams are walking the walk and not talking the talk. That’s meaningful to me.

Other development officers reiterated the importance of ‘walking the walk and not talking the talk’ by stating:

It’s kind of not saying it’s a token gesture, it’s not just a tick box effort is it it’s something that should be considered the same as the mainstream side of the club or whoever it may be...So if they do want to just stay at participation level and it’s going to be very informal, then that’s absolutely fine. But if they do want to look to develop and eventually they might aspire to be international athletes, then that pathway is there for them (SDO3).

The latter statement recognises some of the core principles of the sports development continuum, that disabled people, like non-disabled people, may wish to participate at recreational level, but some may wish to progress through to performance level. It could be therefore argued, that when talking about ‘meaningful’ activity, the factors remain the same when considering disabled and non-disabled populations. Another development officer stated very simply that in order for sport to be meaningful, young people or adults need to feel ‘that they’re enjoying it’ (AYP4). DSW’s Partnership Manager discussed the similarities of coaching disabled versus non disabled people:
In terms of, you know, coaching disabled persons is no different to coaching any other person, it maybe just widens the spectrum of people they are engaging with. A disabled person is not necessarily going to be the worst person or the best person in that group. So, for those children that have got a lower ability level, not a disability, they should therefore be getting a better quality experience because the sport can be differentiated to all those people.

This is an important message for development officers, coaches and volunteers who may feel apprehensive about developing provision for disabled people.

Partnership working was clearly identified to be of significance when implementing disability sport policy, and more specifically, the ‘insport’ development programme. DSW’s Partnership Manager explained how partnership working and lengthening the chains of interdependence is a significant part of the effective implementation process at a local authority level:

‘insport’ development is linked into a similar programme for NGBs and for clubs, to try and close the loop and ensure that people are driving in the same direction… So, the things that have historically been barriers, you know, identifying children in mainstream schools, relationships with different partners in health, having to face with social services. ‘insport’ should be able to unpick some of those, and ensure that it’s firmly embedded in operational plans, the core documents that link partners together… As you move through the tiers of insport. So, ribbon will
predominantly focus around the sports development unit. Bronze, goes in to leisure as a whole. Then we look at youth services, play, young offenders’ teams, the traditional network of partners that a sports development team would engage with at silver. Then gold is education, health and social services. So those big players are going to be essential to getting it right. Those bits will take longer, those are the big partners and players that we need to work with (DSW Partnership Manager).

This highlights how integral the chains of interdependence are within the implementation of ‘insport’. The ‘insport’ programme is designed to bring a range of partners together to improve sport provision for disabled people. Lindsey (2011, p. 517) explained how partnership working is no longer just a way of working, but has become an established and ‘important structure in the design and delivery of sports development policies and programmes’. Sport Flintshire development officers discuss the importance of partnerships when trying to develop an inclusion agenda:

Partnership working is key, cos there are so many organisations and departments that work with people with disabilities and access them, I suppose it’s joining up the dots really… So, partnerships are, and they’re really hard, everyone’s got their agenda… I think that it is important and I think moving forward we can probably identify a few more things that we could do and working with partners in particular to understand the role that they can play in having some shared responsibilities and outcomes for specific projects or goals I guess (Sport Flintshire Manager).
It is clear from interview and focus group responses that partnership working is key to the implementation of sport policy within a local authority context.

Striving towards inclusion ‘utopia’

This section considers what sports development officers in Flintshire perceive inclusion to involve in ‘utopia’. This terminology was utilised by three out of the ten development officers. Collins dictionary defines ‘utopia’ to be ‘any real or imaginary society, place or state considered to be perfect or ideal. Whilst there was a statement made in England in 1996 that disability sport should be mainstreamed by the year 2000, the research explores whether development officers feel this has been achieved in Wales in 2000 or to date.

Within interviews and focus groups it was asked whether managers and officers felt that inclusion and more specifically, the mainstreaming of disability sport had been achieved, based on recommendations made by a disability sport task force in 1996. Sport Flintshire’s Manager did not feel that this was achieved in the year 2000 or even to date, explaining how they felt DSW and their local authority development officers had a role to play in order to work towards achieving an inclusion agenda in Flintshire:

I think that, I think we’re really proactive, but I think we need that still, and I know that there are other authorities in England and Wales who probably don’t place as much emphasis on working with people with disabilities, because it’s hard. I, you know, in an ideal world it’s where you’d want to be but you’ve gotta be realistic with some things and it is such a specialist
area and I think maybe it could become regionalised, sub-regionalised at some point... But, not at this moment, not for me anyway. I think it would be, just, it would take away some of the expert knowledge that we would require (Sport Flintshire Manager).

This is in line with DSW Partnership Manager’s perspective, that inclusion has not yet been achieved in Wales, ‘I don’t think we are there yet, I think we are a long way off’. A projection of whether inclusion is a realistic goal is discussed, whilst recognising that each local authority across Wales has a different journey to reach inclusion ‘utopia’:

There is a potential to achieve it in Wales, because of the nature of the geography of Wales, the fact that we have an officer in each local authority gives us a real handle on engaging with those local authorities in a meaningful way, and the governing bodies are really buying into it. There’s a real long way to go on that journey yet though... I don’t think you can put a timeframe on it. I think that if all local authorities are starting at different points (DSW Partnership Manager).

This indicates the importance of the DSWDO as a key part of the sports development figuration, in addition to partnership working and the lengthened chains of interdependency. It is evident that the implementation of policy and an inclusion agenda is an increasingly complex process involving multi-levels and players. From a local authority perspective, Flintshire development officers discuss how inclusion could be achieved:
in terms of achieving that kind of utopia, I don’t think we’ll ever get to that kind of level without some kind of input or specialist knowledge, and I think that’s what we’re actually looking for rather than, for me rather than, a disability sports development unit actually delivering that kind of work (AYP3).

Some felt that a realistic timeframe to achieve inclusion in an ‘ideal world’ would involve, ‘maybe ten years down the line, that’s where they’re looking at’ (SDO5). Others outlined concern for a shift towards inclusion occurring too quickly without adequate and specialist knowledge and support for clubs or organisations:

It probably is a long way off because in terms of knowledge and the initial getting involved in that sport, there’s a big kind of leap of faith almost and if people who are like yourselves, as a disability sport officer can play that role of feeding people into clubs and building up trust and building up knowledge and being that go to person, I think there’s a lot to be said for that role, and if that kind of wasn’t around and it was just access straight into an NGB national programme, I don’t know. I don’t know whether, maybe for the individuals who are confident and want to get involved (SDO4).

I think it’s quite a specialist role isn’t it so I think if you’re expecting the clubs to develop themselves and to work with kids with disabilities without much guidance, whether they have now. It’s impossible to have all that
knowledge unless you’ve worked with them already or had that experience. So, and that’s the case with most clubs, they don’t have that experience, because they go in and they’re delivering a sport which they’re passionate about, but when you go in to deliver a sport it is the mainstream kids that come, you don’t, unless obviously they’re disability specific (SDO2).

Whilst Sport Flintshire’s officers are seemingly confident to deliver inclusively and inclusivity is the group habitus within the team, there is still recognition that support and guidance is required from a disability specialist or organisation.

The interviews and focus groups explored what managers and development officers felt inclusion looked like in an ideal world. This enabled the research participants to consider what they were working towards and attempting to achieve with regards to the inclusion of disabled young people and adults in sport. The perspective from Disability Sport Wales was simply that, ‘In an ideal world, all programmes would be developed inclusively from the outset. Not reactively’ (DSW Partnership Manager). This indicates that generically, this is not currently happening, and that there are inconsistencies with regards to sport provision for disabled people. As a programme, ‘insport’ aims to bridge the gap in terms of inconsistent planning and development of sport opportunities in Wales. From a Sport Flintshire perspective their manager discusses ‘utopia’ and what they are striving towards in the local authority in order to achieve success from an inclusion standpoint. They noted that in an ideal world:
There were lots of opportunities for lots of different activities in sport and provision... it would be innate, it wouldn’t be something separate, it would be something that was absolutely part of what they did I guess in utopia, that would be what it looked like. We wouldn’t have to be thinking specifically about it, it would just be happening (Sport Flintshire Manager).

Other staff discussed their views with regards to inclusion in an ideal world. It was noted that when considering inclusion, development officers considered this in its widest sense, rather than just the inclusion of disabled children. Development officers referred to children who have different levels of ability for example. Considering this, comments were made such as:

So, it’s regardless of your ability, there should be sessions available for you to be able to compete so that you can play at a competitive level, enjoyable level, whatever that is, against your peers really, against people who will give you a level of competition at that stage (AYP3).

So whilst this is in consideration to disabled people, it could also be applied to non-disabled populations. Other comments suggested that ideally ‘all sessions were made inclusive to everyone’ (AYP1), together with ‘so if you are going to play that sport you just mix with any other children or young person that enjoys that sport and feel that they are part of that club. That’s in an ideal world’ (SDO2). Some development officers outlined that in an ideal world, people would be able to take part in the sport and activity of their choice, in their chosen environment, at an appropriate level. Whilst on the surface it appears that development officers are
striving towards something which seems fairly simplistic, such as enabling disabled people ‘to do what they want (SDO4)’ in relation to sport, disability sport policy implementation is evidently an extremely complex process. One development officer shared:

If you could get rid of the labels on sessions and merge them as one and everybody could do it together then that’s absolutely brilliant, but for me the important thing is having the opportunity to be able to do something (SDO3).

Ideally, there would be no need for sport to be identified as inclusive or as disability sport provision, as any person could access sport regardless of impairment. However, it is evident that in Wales, and perhaps other areas, local authority sports development teams, clubs in the community, and National Governing Bodies are not in a position for all provision to be fully inclusive for all at this moment in time. It is important at this stage to reflect on what ‘meaningful’ activity entails, as explored in the previous section. We must also consider the inclusion spectrum in order to gain an insight into the different ways in which ‘inclusion’ can potentially be achieved, and the different ways in which disabled people can engage in sport and physical activity (Stevenson & Black, 2006).

DSW’s Partnership Manager continues to talk about inclusion in an ideal world, linked to ‘insport’ being the vehicle to take local authorities on a journey towards becoming inclusive. Although contentious, if ‘insport’ is implemented effectively, this
could result in an exit strategy for the DSW community programme. So in essence, if DSW’s development officers implement ‘insport’ successfully, they will be reducing the need for their job role to exist. However, development officers are funded on a short-term basis (two to four years), and DSW are keen to ensure that there will be a strong legacy at the point that funding ceases to exist:

I think we all recognise that the community programme, the officers in the local authorities funded through the national lottery as you well know, and that we want to ensure that, at the point where there isn’t funding from the national lottery, that we know that we have made a real difference and that difference would be sports development and teams being able to operate without a specialist officer in place, opportunities are still developed… I think that is the end game. I think the vision is that everybody does that. It’s a real journey (DSW Partnership Manager).

Furthermore, it is outlined how key the policy implementation process is, in order to ensure an inclusion agenda and habitus is firmly embedded in to the disability sport figuration, and in wider relationships along to chains of interdependence:

I think as we move forward disability sport in Wales will look very different in terms of the services and support that we give to different organisations. I think the key thing is getting this right and ensuring that it [inclusion] is firmly embedded and that we evaluate at every step that it's actually making a difference, like what we want it to. Then if we achieve
that, we can withdraw the officers and hopefully we can stand back and
say we did actually make a big difference (DSW Partnership Manager).

Summary

The central purpose of this chapter has been to present and discuss the findings from the interviews and focus groups which were undertaken with sports development officer and managers involved in the Sport Flintshire and Disability Sport Wales figuration. This attempted to enhance our sociological understanding of disability sport policy implementation and the development of an inclusion agenda in Flintshire. Whilst Elias explains that ‘nothing is more fruitless, when dealing with long-term social processes, than to attempt to locate an absolute beginning (Elias, 1983, p. 232), this study has explored the contribution and significance of implementing ‘insport’ within a local authority sports development unit in Flintshire, Wales. The main findings are considered in further detail within the following conclusion.
Conclusion

Drawing upon aspects of Elias’ figurational approach to sociology, the central objective of this thesis has been to examine the extent to which implementing a disability sport inclusion programme and policy contributed towards an inclusion agenda within a sports development unit in Flintshire. Whilst attempting to address this question, the views and experiences of sports development managers and officers within Flintshire were explored, to try and gain a sociological understanding of inclusion and the sport policy implementation process. The views of a senior manager within Disability Sport Wales were also investigated, as this organisation plays a significant role within the disability sport figuration.

In the early stages of this thesis, the research question was identified to be ‘to what extent does a disability sport inclusion programme have an impact on the working practices of sports development officers in Flintshire’. This was later changed by the researcher when little evidence emerged from the interviews and focus groups relating to the impact on working practices. Sport Flintshire have recently been awarded with the ribbon standard of the ‘insport’ development programme. This is
the entry level of the programme; the first stage. With regards to the working practices of sports development officers in Flintshire, there was found to be little or no impact, due to reasons which will unfold. Whilst the researcher is involved in the Sport Flintshire and Disability Sport Wales figurations, it was difficult to project the outcome of the implementation of ‘insport’ ribbon. Hopefully, this level of honesty will indicate to readers that the researcher has strived to achieve an appropriate level of detachment throughout the data collection and analysis stages.

The findings indicated that there has been a shift over a period of time towards an inclusion agenda within the Sport Flintshire figuration. Whilst this study was specifically interested in sport and physical activity provision for disabled people, it was evident that ‘inclusion’ was considered in a wider sense. There was strong evidence of a group ‘habitus’ which prioritised inclusion and a ‘sport for all’ culture within the team. This could partly be explained by an inclusive habitus being strongly embedded in to the way in which the sports development team were managed and led. Leadership was a significant factor in the development and maintenance of the group habitus, and it must be noted that management were not the only individuals to ‘lead’ other members of the team, or the direction of work. Leadership was seemingly distributed throughout the team, and this contributed towards a focus on inclusion throughout the sports development team and wider networks such as clubs, coaches and local volunteers. It may be useful at this stage to integrate Sport Flintshire’s official ‘insport’ development ribbon feedback from the DSW panel, in order to a) support the findings and b) give an alternative, and perceived neutral perspective regarding Sport Flintshire. In support of the group habitus, it was noted
that ‘the entire Sport Flintshire team were committed to the principles of inclusion and the delivery of sport to disabled people’ (DSW, 2013b).

DSW highlighted the importance of the DSWDO as an essential part of the disability sport figuration. This was also outlined by development officers from Sport Flintshire. It was identified that the DSWDO could be used as a tool and support mechanism to enable the effective development and delivery of inclusion and disability specific sport provision for disabled young people and adults and the implementation of an inclusion agenda. By the very nature of the existence of a disability sport organisation or DSWDO, sports development officers felt that disability sport and inclusion remained on the agenda within local authorities and wider partners. There were concerns whether development officers would be able to seek specialist knowledge and support if required, if there was no specific officer or organisation to liaise with. There was a positive reception to the introduction of a disability sport inclusion programme, with all staff embracing ‘insport’ as a tool to gain recognition for current levels of working practice. Development officers were also keen to utilise ‘insport’ as a continuous improvement tool, and to identify key partnerships along the chains of interdependence.

In the majority, Sport Flintshire development officers did not perceive there to be any barriers to implementing an inclusion agenda or ‘insport’ at ribbon level. It was noted however that there may be extremely different situations within other local authority sports development units across Wales. Therefore, due to the processual nature of policy implementation and the complex interweaving figurations involved in implementing disability sport policy in a local authority context, it may be the case
that the journey taken may be very different from that intended, or from one local authority to another. Elias (1978) explained that ‘there will result from the interweaving of the moves of the two players a game process that neither of them planned for’. When considering policy implementation, we must consider this to be a multi-level game, which in turn may result in higher levels of complexity due to the number of individuals within the figuration and therefore ‘game’. In order for us to fully appreciate and understand sports development teams and the policy implementation process, we must try to increase our understanding of Elias’ game models as this clearly depicts the complexities involved (Elias, 1978). Whilst game models are of increasing importance in order to gain insight into sports development and policy, as are the figurations of which sports development officers are a part. As a programme the purpose of ‘insport’ is to lengthen the chains of interdependency and ensure that an inclusive habitus is firmly embedded at each stage of the ‘chain’. This would constitute success from an ‘insport’ and policy implementation perspective.

Disability Sport Wales and Sport Flintshire managers and development officers discussed ‘meaningful’ sport and physical activity provision in the context of disabled people. Perceptions involved individual’s ability to participate in activities of people’s choice, in an appropriate environment and at a suitable level, whether it is for recreational or performance purposes. These factors could be true for non-disabled populations, but it was recognised that ‘meaningful’ provision was not currently available for all disabled people in Flintshire at this time. It is hoped that ‘insport’ can be utilised as a vehicle to take local authority sports development officers, but also clubs and NGBs on a journey towards becoming more inclusive, which in turn will
hopefully have a positive and enhancing effect on sport and physical activity provision for disabled people. This in turn could lead towards achieving an inclusive ‘utopia’, and a potential exit strategy and long lasting legacy of the DSW community programme which is implemented through the local authority sports development network.

The conclusions from this thesis have implications for future research. Disability Sport is an under explored area and this research aimed to address a gap in the literature. This research aimed to explore the extent to which a disability sport inclusion programme contributed towards an inclusion agenda within a sports development unit in Flintshire. In response to this it is evident that ‘insport’ has contributed towards an inclusion agenda within Flintshire, and may continue to do so over the course of the bronze, silver and gold standards of ‘insport’ development. However, it must be recognised that the implementation of sport policy is multifaceted, involving lengthy chains of interdependence.

It would be extremely valuable for future researchers to explore the initial research question once Flintshire or any other local authority sports development unit progress through to Gold standard of ‘insport’. This would inevitably involve a lengthened chain of interdependence as ‘insport’ is designed to involve increased levels of partnership working as local authorities progress from ribbon, bronze, silver and gold. Therefore it is recommended that a figurational perspective is adopted in order to gain a comprehensive understanding of the complexities involved in the policy implementation process within disability sport and local authorities in Wales. Further research into other aspects of disability sport and policy in Wales would also
be recommended as there is an evident lack of academic research available in this area.
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Appendix 1

Sports Development Manager Interview schedule

Background information

1. Do you mind telling me what your role is?
2. Do you mind telling me how long you have worked in this organisation?
3. What is your background from a work perspective?

Sport Policy & Areas of work

1. What are the priorities for your area of work?
   a. What informs these priorities?
2. Have there been any changes to the direction, which your work has been focussed?
   a. If yes: how has the focus/areas of work changed?
   b. What impact has this had on your role?
   c. Why have these changes emerged at this time?
   d. If no: do you envisage any changes in the near future?
3. Are there any specific areas you would like your work to cover?
   a. If yes: why is this?
   b. What power do you have to make this an area of focus?
Staff Members

4. Can you tell me about the team which you manage?
   a. How many staff?
   b. What does the structure look like?
   c. How effective is this in delivering and implementing priority areas of work?
   d. How important is the provision of sport for disabled children and adults to your organisation?

Disability Sport Development

5. Over time there has been discussion and recommendations that disability sport should be mainstreamed. What are your feelings on this?
   a. More specifically, in 1997, a Sports Council Disability Task Force recommended that disability sport should be mainstreamed by the year 2000. What are your thoughts regarding this?
   b. Do you think there will ever be a point where disability sport is entirely planned, developed and delivered by mainstream sports organisations?

Involvement with insport

6. What do you understand the purpose of ‘insport’ to be?
   a. Why was/do you think this initiative developed?
   b. Is there any significance to the timing of this being developed?
   c. What do you hope the consequences of ‘insport’ will be?
   d. What constitutes success?

7. Do you perceive there to be any barriers implementing insport?
   a. If yes: What are the barriers?
   b. If no: Is this from a local perspective? Do you envisage there being any general barriers to this initiative (outside of your local authority)?

8. How do you think ‘insport’ will affect the working practices of sports development officer?
   a. Will this have a positive impact on sport provision? If so, how?
   b. How important are relationships between staff to make this initiative a success?
   c. What other relationships and partnerships are significant in order to increase the likelihood of ‘insport’ being successful?
   d. Has anything similar been delivered locally or nationally before?

9. Can you say how any other initiatives or projects have been similar?

Inclusion in sport

10. In an ideal world, what does inclusion look like in Sport?
a. Disability Sport Wales have identified that ‘inclusion relates to the *meaningful* provision of activity, opportunity and competition to disabled people within an appropriate sport, physical activity, and/or physical education environment. What is *meaningful*?

b. What would you consider a realistic timeframe for mainstream organisations to be in a position to plan, develop and deliver *meaningful* provision to disabled people?

11. Will there always be a need for disability sport organisations?

Anything else

12. Is there anything else you want to say about ‘insport’ and/or sport provision for disabled people?

Thank you
Appendix 2
Sports Development Officer Focus Group

Background information

1. Do you mind telling me what your roles are?
2. Do you mind telling me how long you have worked in this organisation?
3. What is your background from a work perspective?

Sport Policy & Areas of work

4. What are the priorities for your area of work?
   a. What informs these priorities?
5. Have there been any changes to the direction, which your work has been focussed?
   a. If yes: how has the focus/areas of work changed?
   b. What impact has this had on your role?
   c. Why have these changes emerged at this time?
   d. If no: do you envisage any changes in the near future?
6. Are there any specific areas you would like your work to cover?
   a. If yes: why is this?
   b. What power do you have to make this an area of focus?
7. How important is the provision of sport for disabled children and adults to your organisation?

Disability Sport Development

8. Over time there has been discussion and recommendations that disability sport should be mainstreamed. What are your feelings on this?
   a. More specifically, in 1997, a Sports Council Disability Task Force recommended that disability sport should be mainstreamed by the year 2000. What are your thoughts regarding this?
   b. Do you think there will ever be a point where disability sport is entirely planned, developed and delivered by mainstream sports organisations?

Involvement with Insport

9. What do you understand the purpose of ‘insport’ to be?
   a. Why was/do you think this initiative developed?
   b. Is there any significance to the timing of this being developed?
   c. What do you hope the consequences of ‘insport’ will be?
   d. What constitutes success?
10. Do you perceive there to be any barriers implementing insport?
a. **If yes:** What are the barriers?
b. **If no:** Is this from a local perspective? Do you envisage there being any general barriers to this initiative (outside of your local authority)?

11. How do you think ‘insport’ will affect the working practices of your roles as sports development officers?
   a. Will this have a positive impact on sport provision? If so, how?
   b. How important are relationships between staff to make this initiative a success?
   c. What other relationships and partnerships are significant in order to increase the likelihood of ‘insport’ being successful?
   d. Has anything similar been delivered locally or nationally before?

12. Can you say how any other initiatives or projects have been similar?

**Inclusion in sport**

13. In an ideal world, what does inclusion look like in Sport?
   a. Disability Sport Wales have identified that ‘inclusion relates to the *meaningful* provision of activity, opportunity and competition to disabled people within an appropriate sport, physical activity, and/or physical education environment. What is *meaningful*?
   b. What would you consider a realistic timeframe for mainstream organisations to be in a position to plan, develop and deliver *meaningful* provision to disabled people?

14. Will there always be a need for disability sport organisations?

**Anything else**

15. Is there anything else you want to say about ‘insport’ and/or sport provision for disabled people?

**Thank you**